What is Library PressDisplay?

Library PressDisplay is a digital solution brought to you by NewspaperDirect, Inc. – The world leader in out-of-market newspaper distribution. Library PressDisplay allows for unlimited access to more than 450 newspapers and magazines from around the world. Newspapers are presented in their traditional format and layout, including complete editorial content, graphics and advertising. Unlike ever changing websites, digital newspaper replicas serve as formal references.

Library PressDisplay Features

Library PressDisplay offers advanced digital tools to make your reading experience interactive and enjoyable.

Features included in Library PressDisplay are:

**Keyword(s) searching**

Broaden your query by searching through headlines or entire articles. Customize your search by:
- Author
- Date range
- Language
- Specific titles
- Specific countries

**60 day back-issues**

Up to 60 days access.

**Article Sharing**

Articles can be shared with friends, colleagues and associates by clicking the email icon while viewing an article in text view. (You can also copy and paste the text into the body of an email)

**Blogging**

Blogging is available by clicking the blog icon while viewing an article in text view.
Sound Integration

Sound Integration allows readers to listen to an article! Users can enjoy this feature while reading other newspapers or while using other applications. When viewing an article in text view, simply click the sound icon and the audio will begin to play in Windows Media Player.

Printing

Page printing is available while in full page view. Article printing is available while in text view. Click the print icon on the corresponding toolbar.

RSS Feeds

RSS Feeds are available by clicking the RSS icon while viewing the front page of a newspaper.

How can Patrons access Library PressDisplay?

To Access Library PressDisplay patrons simply visit any computer within the library and go to: http://library.pressdisplay.com, should you wish patrons to have remote access to Library PressDisplay, simply ask them to log into your secure website using their barcode etc. Then they simply click on the Library PressDisplay logo, a new window will open and automatically log them in. We hope you enjoy Library PressDisplay and find it to be a brilliant addition to your libraries digital resources.
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